INTRODUCTION LBL-1294
Since the adoption of the external beam analysis system at the 88, there has been continued urging towq.rd increased analyzed beam intensity through refinement of the cyclotron beam quality; A substantial improvement in stability of the dee voltage is an important step in meeting this need. The new linear RF amplifier recently put into service provides us with an RF control channel of sufficient gain-bandwidth to enable dee voltage stabilization to the order of .01o/o or better.
A pragmatic factor which has of course influenced the RF modification is that for the last two years we have been in an .economic squeeze between the high and rising replacement cost of 6949 tubes and a severely restricted budget. In view of the comparatively short lifetime given by the 6949 type in sel£-exc~ted oscillator service at the 88, the discomfort of this p_;ressure was acute, altering the status of the driven system proposal from a desirable improvement to a vital necessity. Now, the 88 was originally designed with an oscillator specifically to provide fast tuning facility in variable energy experiments. To preserve this valuable convenience, a wide-band, untuned driver chain was incorporated into the new amplifier system.
Here again, considerations of cold cash controlled the configuration and characteristics of the completed construction. But in the case of the driver, things began with a pleasant surP.rise. We inherited a real windfall in the form of a complete Smith-Gagnon 1 4 kw, 70 MHz distributed amplifier that had been built and used for RF tests pertaining to the Omnitron study program, and had been more or less abandoned as surplus when thatproject So for the cost of installation and replacement of a couple of gassy tubes, we had a driver. stage that exceeded our requirem~nts by a Jactor of four in bandwidth (the 88 resonator tunes from 5.5 to 16.5 MHz) and with power capability ample to feed any output stage we might devise.
F,INAL POWER AMPLIFIER
For our final power amplifier, we chose· the RCA 4648 out of the .following considerations:
. . . . . . . . 1) The tube is built on the inside-out, multi-gun structural principle. The grid elements are staked into heavy support frames. Each of the guns is separately recessed into its own slot in the body block.
This design approaches, at least, the shield-grid principle of the 6949. We favored this construction over that of conventional communications tubes because it promised better mechanical and thermal stability and some re"sistance to spark damage.
2) The gain of the tube (Gm = 1 mho, 'Cin = 1;000 pf) is superior to anything available in gridded tubes in this power range. ·(The skin power to the 88 resonator, by the way, is about 200 kw max.) Judged by this feature, the tube is ina class byitselfforwide-band applications.
3) The price of the tube at the time of our initial purchase was $ 5;500.00. ·It ha:s since been raised to $ 7,500.00, which is reasonably competitive for this power range, and only one-fourth the cost of the 6949.
We preferred the 4648 over its smaller (cathode) sister, 4647, because it would meet our maximum power requirements operatLng in the AB1 mode. This property simplifies the amplitude regulation loop in that the complication of self-bias is avoided. The cost difference between the two was not enough to influence the choice. The input capacitance of either was low enough to permit an input circuit bandwidth of at least 20 MHz when driven from a 50 ohm characteristic impedance line through a 2:1 step-down n1atching. transformer1,3 terminated at the grid in four parallel 50 ohmload resistors~ At the high end of the 88 operating range (16.5 MHz) the drive power is 600 W to the terminations phis 600 VAR charging the grid.
The new.tetrode was installed· in our spare oscillator box ( Fig.1 ) and fitted with a ·blocking capacitor patterned after that of the oscillator circuit, using, in fact, the same BaTi03 capacitors. The output RF conductor area was padded to bring the output capacitance up to match that of the 6949 (Fig;  2 ). You will notice that the spacing to ground around this RF output conductor appears minimal, but it is actually not less than 1-1/2 inch between care-. 1.. fully smoothed, flat, or well-radiussed surfaces. With the amplifier oper-• ating at 20 kv maximum orr the plate, the field at the output conductor is about :"-l .
one-fifth the corona point at standard conditions. Incidentally,_ it has occurred to us that one perennially expensive and trbublesome element of the conventional final amplifier, namely the blocker, can be eliminated at the 88, and any other machines where the anode line is capacitively coupled to the dee stem inside the vacuum system. This, provided only ~hat the RF input window to the resonator is rated the same as the P. A. tube output bushing. Removing the blocker has several subtle advantages which are important to the designer, but beyond the scope of this report. We intend to pursue this when time permits.
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Coming back to our description, the new ''P>A.. II box was made to interface with the machine interchangeably with the oscillator. omitting, of course, the oscillator grid return line from the resonator.
<. · Changeover time from osCillator to amplifier is aboutf-1/2 to 2 hou:rs, and from amplifier to oscillator, 2 to 3 hours. The changeover requires two accelerator technicians, one electronic technician, and four engineering consultants.
As you will see. in Figure ~· the input se~t~on oft~e P. A .. cabinet is·.
crowded. The reqmred d. c. f1lament supply 1s cons1derably more bulky than the toroidal single-phase transformer for the 6949. The input matching transformer and its associated cables occupy an appreciable volume. This compone~t i~ ov~rrat~d. for dri.ving the 4648 in AB1 service and someday we rnay rew1nd 1t w1th m1n1ature hne3 (e.g., RG 58/U) to recover some space.
There is sufficient if not ample space, however, with direct access to any critical fittings and te:st points. If proper sequence is followed, assembly and disas semhly are not difficult, and if you push hard, the front door will close.
PARASITIC NEUTRALIZATION
We should briefly mention two more P. A. details, if only by way of excusing a year's delay in shipping. These are the screen RF bypass which can he seen in Figure 2 , and the fast crowbar, of which we only wish we had a figure for our own use.
The scr.een bypass is a large disc capacitor assembled as a double-decker Myl~r sandwich. The inner conductor is a light copper spinning in the form of a disc extending out from the corona roll, which clamps by fingers to the 4648 screen RF .terminal ring. The dielectric is .00 5 inch Mylar sheet. The top and bottom outer conductors are 3/8 inch copper-plated stainless. To provide sufficient creep-path across the dielectric, the sheets are extended past the outer conductor edges.
A length of i/14 Ag plated, stranded copper wire is used as a yielding RF gasket between outer conductors. The sandwich is clamped together by two concentric circles of flush headed bolts. Some of the bolts on the inner circle penetrate the lower plate and tap into the stainless mounting plate for the 4648. Two concentric Cu braid RF gaskets ensure the ground connection to the tube mounting plate and cabinet ground plane. The capacitance is nominally .06 ufd; the voltage test rating is 1,400 V d. c.
This capacitor is an expensive component; it greatly complicates the assembly and tube replacement procedure. Furthermore,· we were dubious as to our ability to construct a sandwich capacitor this large and pessimistic about the use of .005 Mylar sheet which we felt was being pushed very hard with respect to RF heating and corona ratings.
Noneth~les s, after six months of cutting and trying neutralization and damping schemes around a conventional ring of clay capacitors for the main screen bypass with only mediocre results, we were forced to conclude that with this tube one really has to do a good job of isolation between plate and input circuits. This is no wonder, for when you stop to think about it, in a cyclotron we are trying to operate a tube with 1 GHz gain-bandwidth product, at full power, into an unloaded cavity. From a transmitter designer' s viewpoint, this would be suicide, but that is the way accelerator RF systems are. Well, anyway, the 88 resonator and the output circuitry of the RF system has, below 150 MHz, -4-LBL-1294 several higher order modes presenting 1 K or so shunt resistance to the tube. Some of these tune with the resonator panels, while some do not.
The 4648, with Gm = 1 mho, and GBW product, Gm/ Cin = 1 GHz, develops up to 60 db gain on these higher order modes. Now, the internal feedback ratio specified by RCA for the 4648 is somewhat better than -60 db, so that tube itself is stable.
Since it is not adaptable to grounded grid operation, the user has no alternative but to extend -60 db separation into the external circuit via a good low inductance, high-frequency screen bypass.
Since our bypass capacitor was built, we have received several helpful suggestions for improving it with respect to corona arid RF heating. We were especially impressed by the technique .used by Continental Electronics in the RF system for the TRIUMF Cyclotron. They use a Dupont Kapton 'H" film dielectric sheet instead of Mylar in their sandwich type RF bypass and coupling capacitors. Electrically it is similar to Mylar, but can withstand much higher temperatures and is available with metallized surfaces. This would eliminate air voids inherent in a clamped assembly s11ch as we have now. A metallized Kapton capacitor might well be expected to last the lifetime of the equipment.
TUBE PROTECTION
With respect to the 6949, one refers to grid "bars" and cathode "strands." The tube is rugged enough to withstand many 10 joule plate-grid sparks without significant damage. The grids in the 4648, however, are fabricated of .003 inch to .005 inch wire; the energy per spark must be limited to the order of a few tenths of a joule. In the case of the 88 resonator, this is the order of the circulating RF energy alone and does not include·the d. c. energy stored in the de coupling circuits and HT line. A crowbar diver tor is required, and the firing delay should be not more than the order of one RF period.
We have not yet installed a fast plate crowbar in the new RF system, but are developing au. v. triggered spark gap as quickly as possible. Meanwhile, we are relying on the hard-tube-modulator switch system plus ordinary ball gaps from plate to ground. · In the first 1,000 hours of operation, we have not had much experience with tube sparking due to overvoltage on transients returned to the tube from resonator sparking. We have experienced spark-like a.node overcurrent phenomena occurring during tune -up or off-resonance conditions where the' plate d. c. voltage is high, RF swing small, and drive normal. This could be due to momentary gas generation from local hot spots on the anode due to beam focussing within the tube. Individual ,runs have been tested for this effect, and some data is available from RCA . .
SYSTEM FEATURES
In closing', we would call your attention to the System Block diagram (Fig.   4 ) and the summary of system properties in Table I . The control scheme is conventional with respect to RF voltage regulation and automatic cavity tuning. A feature which is important during turn-on and resonator spark-in periods is the two drive clamp loops, one returning to the control unit modulator (a voltage variable modulator devised from an FET) from the driver chain; the second returning from a wide-band current shunt in the P. A. screen line. -5-LBL-1294 extreme high end of the operating band. The skin loss is a strong (square) function of frequency, however. At the low end of the operating range, where most of our current heavy-ion research is now being carried out, the resonator pbwer is only 20 to 30 kw. Consequently, when t1.1n~d. up at low frequencies, the P.A. is easily overdriven (our driver, remember, .is somewhat larger than necessary). Another feature intended to prevent overdrive by the amplitude ·regulating servo during the resonator charging time, after turn-on, is a slow ramp recycle program. We have not yet had time to fully exploit the full capability of the wideband driven _RF amplifier a.s a high-'quaFty servo amplifier for dee. voltage control and stabilization. Closed loop disturbances observable in the RF envelope are:
\J
V peak to peak = 10 -3 v1 peak as viewed on a d. c. -30 MHz bandwidth, suppressed baseline, scope.
The observable disturbance has two predominant components: a) Line frequency derived, due mainly it is s~pposed, from P. A. screen power supply ripple. b) Wide -band noise. Low frequency drift components are evidently substantially less than these.
We will defer improvement in the dee voltage regulator until we decide how to· properly measure the accelerating voltage, i.e., it may be nmch easier to feed back a position signal from the external beam analyzing slits than to build a mechanically stable divider into the cyclotron. · Finally, before interpreting this report as a boast that we have found in the 4648 a direct replacement for the 6949 at one-fourth the cost, we suggest a careful reckoning of cost.s of 7 kw d. c. filament power supply, 1 KV, 2A, 0.1% regulated, d. c. screen power supply, and fast plate crowbar system.. These are all required auxiliaries to the 4648, not needed with the 6949. Further, it will be a long time before the 4648 can accumulate a tube life record approaching that of the 6949 in .accelerator RF applications. 
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